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the new 2d drafting option from geomagic wrap is an intuitive new feature that allows users to
quickly and easily create 2d assembly drawings, 2d technical drawings, or any 2d drawing,
regardless of the source file format, such as a dwg or dxf. if you're creating a technical drawing, you
can simply 'drag and drop' the feature into a drawing, or 'drop in' by creating a new 2d drawing. this
makes creating 2d drawings from scanned models or 3d models much more intuitive, simple, and
intuitive. design x control 2.1 design x preview 2.1 design x treadmill 2.1 design x virtual cockpit 2.1
design x fcs 2.1 design x navigator 2.1 design x connexion 2.1 design x universal 3.1 design x omni
docking 2.1 - design x pro 2.2 comes with new enhancements that include support for the next
generation usb 3.0 standard support for the new microsoft windows 10 support for new cuda®
architecture simplification of the 3d viewport and toolbar optimized ui for android and ios users
simplification of the ui for dual-monitor support improved multi-monitor support in design x pro
improved network printing support enhanced support for trimidas improved support for 3d scanning
continued support for simplify3d the 3d systems geomagic design x 2019.0.1 is a powerful software
that allows you to scan models of 3d objects in real-time, and to use 3d printed models with these
models. it also comes with a powerful design center, which lets you design and bring 3d models of
your own designs together. this product has all these facilities in one software. you can also import
all of your files into this software, and get rid of your previous software. download this software now
from the download section.
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3d systems geomagic designer is purpose-built for converting 2d drawings and 3d models into high-
quality feature-based 3d cad designs. it is optimized to work with multiple designs within the same
model, providing a powerful and intuitive interface for creating 3d-based product designs. it is able

to convert 2d and 3d drawings and also supports the design of assemblies and prototypes. 3d
systems, inc. (nyse: ddd) is a global provider of 3d scanning solutions and additive manufacturing

systems that are used in research, education, and industrial applications. the company also provides
on-demand additive manufacturing services for prototyping, short run manufacturing and finished

goods. headquartered in morrisville, nc, 3d systems operates globally with more than 7,500
customers and partners. for more information, visit www.3ds.com. with native support for dassault

systems simpleseat, you can quickly transfer a 3d model directly from simpleseat to geomagic
design x without any additional programming. you can even import new 3d model formats, such as

solidworks and virtuoso, directly into geomagic design x. based on the industrys most popular model
conversion technology, the geomagic design x reverse engineering pipeline, the livetransfer

technology is a seamless, data-driven solution that is familiar and easy to use. with livetransfer,
geomagic design x transparently transfers a scanned model into your existing cad environment,
eliminating the need for costly conversions and time-consuming re-work cycles. livetransfer also

enables you to pass files between multiple cad applications, such as autodesk inventor, siemens nx,
solid edge and ptc creo. livetransfer technology is capable of converting model formats, including

cad, as well as a variety of non-cad formats including surfaces, ies, iges, step, stl and ktx.
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